Arlo Go Mobile
HD LTE
Security Camera
Law Enforcement Mobile Video Surveillance
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Have eyes
on every situation
Arlo Go is reliable and its flexible
placement can help law enforcers
surveil criminals while keeping
officers safe. When you need eyes
on a situation but don’t want to risk
an officer, use a camera. Arlo Go
runs on LTE and can provide remote
live-views of a situation or send
instant alerts when motion or audio
is detected. Deploy and re-deploy in
seconds. Watch areas of interest from
a block or a mile away.

Every angle covered
• Watch over an active crime scene and keep officers safe by
evaluating the situation before dispatching a team.
• Monitor known crime areas around the clock from anywhere,
at any time and deter criminal activities by active intervention
or immediate dispatch of personnel. Cameras can be placed at
multiple locations and vantage points on the street.
• Covert surveillance lets your undercover officers keep an eye on
identified locations without putting themselves in harm’s way.
• Ensure full evidentiary chain integrity with recorded activities.
• Monitor DUI checkpoints.

Why Choose Arlo
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Surveillance used to mean the placement of UC’s, rolling bucket trucks, and
installing expensive cameras in fake utility cabinets. Arlo has revolutionized
how agencies can deploy covert video surveillance. Cameras can now be
deployed minutes, work anywhere with LTE coverage, and help keep officers
safe. Also, video can be easily shared with the chain of command—from the
task force to the DA’s office.
• Stream live video from any camera location to any device
• Small, easy-to-deploy and concealed footprint.
• Affordable plans
• IP65-rated and weather-resistant
• Night vision
• Instant notifications
• Rechargeable Battery: long lasting, takes the expense out of
uninterrupted security.

Features
100% Wire-Free
Free of power cords
and wiring hassles

Local Backup Storage
If connection is interrupted,
the camera’s SD card saves
captured footage

Live Streaming
Watch live streams or
recorded videos using
the free Arlo app

Mobile Connectivity
Works anywhere on
AT&T’s reliable 4G LTE
network

2-Way Audio
Listen in or talk back
and forth

Night Vision
See what’s happening
even in the dark

Weather-resistant
Put Arlo anywhere—
indoors or out

Mobile Alerts
Instant alerts when motion
or sound is detected

HD Quality
Enjoy incredibly sharp,
detailed video
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To learn more about Arlo Go
go to arlo.com
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Join the Arlo Partner Program!
To become an authorized Arlo Reseller Partner, email NorthAmericaSales@Arlo.com or call 408.824.7000

